THE ROLLS OF THE FREEMEN OF [1597-8

Aug. 11 John Ferno, baker, p. of William King the younger, baker.

" 17 James Smith of Chester, yeoman, s. "naturalis" of John Smith of Chester, alderman, defunct.

" 23 Christopher Hoole, mariner.

" 25 Thomas Sutton, servant of Peter Warburton, sergeant-at-law.

Oct. 4 Richard Smith, smith, p. of Urian Ryder of Chester, smith, defunct.

" 10 Ralph Pricket, embroiderer, p. of Thomas Prycket of Chester, embroiderer.

1597-8 [39-40 Eliz.] [SIR JOHN SAVAGE, Kt., DIED, AND] THOMAS FLETCHER, SUCCE., MAYORS.

Jan. 16 Robert Amery, ironmonger, s. of Robert Amery of Chester, ironmonger.

" 19 Theodore Tomlinson, s. of Thomas Tomlinson of Chester, fletcher.

" 19 Joseph Tomlinson, fletcher.

" 19 Lawrence Ditchfield, ironmonger, p. of Robert Walle the younger, of Chester, ironmonger, defunct.

" 23 Robert Basforde, s. of John Basforde of Chester, merchant, defunct.

Feb. 10 Richard Shone, tallow-chandler, p. of Thomas Case of Chester, tallow-chandler.

" 13 David Denevet of Chester, yeoman.

" 17 Edward Kitchen, gentleman.

Apr. 17 Thomas Milner, hatmaker, s. of John Milner of Chester, tailor.

May 6 Arrat Watt, wright.

" 9 Joseph Fazakerley, Slater, s. of Robert Fazakerley of Chester, slater.

" 10 Henry Crosby, yeoman.

" 22 Thomas Stanier, wright, p. of John Stanney of Chester, wright.

" 22 Ralph Richardson, butcher, p. of Robert Hatton of Chester, butcher.

" 22 Abraham Scons, fishmonger and cowper.

June 3 Randle Hulme, paynter, p. of Thomas Chalner of Chester, painter, defunct.

" 3 Ralph Hulme, smith, s. of Thomas Hulme of Chester, smith.

" 7 Thomas Wattkynes of Chester, beer-brewer.

" 9 Randle Janyon, slater, p. of Robert Fazakerley of Chester, slater.